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#49696.#54408.#45824.#45572.#51032. #49885.#50640. #54620.

#51060.#49436., he should ------- to #49696.

#54408.#45824.#45208.#44172. #44032.#45716. #51008.

#49468.#45796.. (3#50696.) #49696.#54408.#45824.#51648.#51060. 

“#44204., #44257.(over-#53468.)” #44163.#44592.

#47928.#44536.#50696.#51089.#51012.

#49240.#54217.#54616.#44163.#45824.#49436. “#45824., #48512.,

#51064.#54644.#54620.#51221.#47196. #52628.#48389.#45796..

#45796. #51221.#51064. #55064. (#51008. #47492.) 2The result from

the recent survey being -------, the researchers could not draw any

decisive conclusion from previous results.unexampled(#47168.

#45716.) 3Although the merit of the proposal is -------, faculty

would be reluctant to -------, given the fear of offending a group that

champions it. #50948.#46308.

#44592.#48520.#54616.#54624.#46160.#50892.#48324.#50504.

#51008.#46020.

#45824.#54616.#50506.#45796.#45236.#48264.)#44032.#47566.#528

45.#51012. #50612.#50632.#44536.#45208., #51228.#45716.

#47564.#52845.#52268.#47484. #51012.#54620.

#52824.#50630.#51221.#51032. #48120.#46112. #51077.#45796..

#51032. positive#51901.#44396.#50556. #45768.#48264.) * less than:

#53076. ~#50500.#45796.. #45376.#51089.#50640. #54620.



#48624.#44208.#44277.#54840.#52268.#51060. #45768.#49436.,

#44032.#44536.#50640.#46028.#50728. “#52268., #49324.

”#48155.#47564.#44163.#50500.#44163.#47100.

#51064.#51221.#51032. #48120.#44163. #49845.#45796.. sympathy -

accolade6Certainly, the review of the work was less than (sympathy),

in that it seemed to argue that the author is becoming increasingly

unworthy of the (accolade) accorded to her. #49892.#44536. #54408.

#48624.#54840.#51201.#51648. #50520.#44536.

#48624.#44536.#44032. #45376.#44172. #50612.#52845.#51012.

#51012. #52824.#51216.#50630.#51648.#51080.#44256.

#51109.#45716. #44057.#45716.

#50640.#44208.#54840.#51201.#51648. #50520.#45716.

#49828.#54624. #44032. #45716.#45320.#54644.#54620.

move#46020. agonizing#44592. #47928.#45796.. chariness

(#49900.#45712.#51032. #52397.#48320.#45716. is alike equally

------- change between #50629.#44221.#49464.#44221.#51032.

monumental #54868.: #50629.#44221.#51032. 

“#45824.#48320.#44032. #52845.#51060.#44163.#47196.

#52628.#45716.#50836., (magnanimous : #45824.#47560.#51060.

#54620. portentous : #45824.#45440.#50868., #51312.#44032.

#45712. #44032.#52572.#51089.#51012. #50864.

brassy#45796.#48708.#54664.#47564., #47000.

arcane(#54644.#54616.#51089.#44032. accessible to layman

(#49888.#47928.#54620.) #44172.

#44163.#48516.#54616.#50612.#51060.#47928.#51089.#51008.

#49884.#45716. #51221.#51648. #54664.#45208.



#44036.#51648.#54788.#45716. #51221.#44256. #45796..

#54617.#51008. ----- #44163.#45796.. characteristic -

mutable11#44036.#45824.#44368.#51032.

#45944.#47588.#45209.#51201.#54616.#46412.#50640., #47480.

#49688.#51032. #44288.#51064.

#54644.#54620.#49345.#46108.#49324.#51060.#49892.#54616.#5472

8.#45824.#49324.#51060.#54616.#51008.) #49457.#46160. #46988.

#46160. #45824.#49457.#54616.#47803.#51004.#47196.,

#44277.#51204.#50696.#45716. #45768.#51221.#51032.

#48120.#45768.#48372.#50640. #45824.#47784.#51032.

#48120.#44060.#44256., #51221.#54616.#51080.#45716.#50836.,

antithesis(#45824., #47200.)#45796.#44032. #50500. #51077.#45796..

avatar13Because architects buildings ----- victoria style, they tend to

#46972.#45796.(?) when victoria style is

razed(#51204.#54028.#46108.#47924.#51648.#48716.#51060.

#53664.#50500. #45824. #53440.#51012.

#51204.#48152.#54616.#51080.#49436. #53440.#51060.

razed#50632.#46412.#51064.#47484. #51204.#51075.#48260.#45796.

#46020.#51032.#44032. #45776.#50976.#54633.#45796.

epitomize(#50668.#50836.#54616.#50689.#45716. #53685.

eccentric#51452.#44277.#52628.#54616.#45936., (#46989.#46020.)

#48264.#54217.#54620.

#51060.#45796..Cf#52280.#51648.#48320.#49324.#46308.#52293.#4

9436. entertaining#45824.#45716. ------ #49688.

#51004.#44536.#44536.#44163.#50780.#54616.#52572.#50640.#5111

6.#51080.#54532.#44032. #44592. #47928.#45796.. 16Many of the



towns that have voted to keep incinerators in the countrys solid

waste plan have done so not because they necessarily -------

incinerators, but because they are ------- to narrow their

waste-disposal options.à

#50892.#47129.#49436.#50724.#51473.#44032. #54632.#50612.

#45796.#44163.#51452.#54028.#54532.#45813.:approve of - loath -

#54744.#49436. &#45813.:favor - loath17The computer engineering

in modern times has been employed to increase the ability of control,

or conversely, ------ the decentralization of control. facilitate 100Test
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